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Abstract: This paper present the effect from soft radiation flash
exposure (SRFE) on electrical properties of semiconductor device.
SRFE process take only few second on semiconductor device but it
quite impact to device performance. The part we will study impact
from SRFE such as surface and bulk. COMSOL is tool for help to
understand more detail in term of surface recombination,
temperature and bulk effect. Surface of device get impact from
radiation and temperature generate from radiation. Also, silicon
bulk get damage from radiation due to has high penetrate. From
electrical results show that leakage current of device has reduce
after SRFE process, mean radiation can help to improve or
recover damage from fabrication process.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Semiconductor material is important for electronics
device because can be modify characteristics by application
requirement such as switching diode has to lightly P-region
doped and heavy N-regions doped [1] and transistor (BJT)
constructed with 3 doped semiconductor regions [2].
Semiconductor material can use for many applications and
always improve performance around 40% every 1.5-2 years
by refer from “Moore law” [3].
Many years ago, we use semiconductor material in satellite
application and sent to space [4]. In space consist of many
kind of radiation and impact to device performance and
lifetime because radiation has high penetrate, high energy, no
mass and no electrical charge. The application use
semiconductor material such as solar cell for generate energy
[5], detector for measure radiation [6] and temperature [7].
Radiation in the space has separate by wavelength and
frequency for example gamma [8, 9], neutron, proton [10] and
roentgen [11]. One of radiation still using in many application
is X-ray or Roentgen. Although, Roentgen always use but also

risk for user if get high dose. However, Roentgen has research
for several year of the characteristics because we try to apply
by various frequency and energy in many application.
COMSOL is one of software for simulation semiconductor
characteristics before fabrication. Software allow put
multi-factors and processing close to real effect with
fabrication device. The flexible of program can adjust
parameters and review influent of some part, also can save
cost and time for research company.
The goal of this paper study impact of SRFE process on
semiconductor device by analysis electrical characteristics
and also using simulation program confirm effect from
radiation on surface and substrate bulk. The effect we are
study in this paper such as doping range, temperature on
device and concentration in doped region.
II. EXPERIMENT PROCEDURE
P-N diode of this paper fabricated under CMOS theory
and technology at Thai Microelectronics Center (TMEC).
Device design by using COMSOL program before fabricate.
The fabrication process flow by: (a) dry etching after
deposited oxide cover substrate, (b) doped phosphorus in
active area by implantation with 120 eV on backside of
substrate, (c) doping boron on front side by same energy of
backside, (d) annealing by RTA process for few minute and
(e) growth Al around 10 um thick both side. The device after
fabricate show in Fig. 1. [12]

Fig.1 Device structure
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Device will measure electrical properties by using
semiconductor analyzer device model B1500A. I-V
characteristics of device will bias by sweep voltage from -10
to 1V with frequency 100 kHz in room temperature. After
measure electrical properties, device will exposed by
Roentgen for few second for many time to reach target dose.
SRFE process show in Fig. 2. [13]
Simulation results using COMSOL semiconductors mode
for study impact from radiation on surface and substrate bulk.
We input many parameter in program such as doping
concentration, radiation energy, time of exposure and bias
voltage.
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Fig. 2 SRFE process on device

Fig. 4 Diffusion range simulation results

III. RESUTLS AND DISCUSSIONS
From Fig. 3 shows simulation results the concentration of
boron doped and deep level after annealing process (RTA). In
principle, doping atom after implantation will deep in to
substrate bulk around 1-2 µm but after RTA will deep to
around 6-7 µm depend on temperature, time, atom mobility
and doping concentration. From the results Fig.3a the
concentration in active area surface show lower concentration
due to atom deep into silicon bulk. Moreover, doping atom
diffuse to guard ring. Atom will deep to bulk from surface
shown in Fig. 3b then concentration decrease when over 7 µm
show in yellow, green color in Fig. 3c.

Fig. 3. Diffusion range of boron atom doped after RTA
process
The concentration range show in Fig. 4. Results can explain
more detail in Fig.3, the concentration of doping atom
reduced when deep into substrate bulk.
From both Fig.3 and Fig. 4 can confirm evidence from boron
atom doped in substrate bulk for few micrometers and make
device effective in term of P-N junction. While boron doped
to silicon structure it will be happen for host mechanism. This
effect can generate defect in device structure such as generate
trapping level, generate difference kind of defect and clusters.
Doping atom diffuse to substrate bulk by randomly and no
direction. Atom will diffuse to closely area and where defect
and vacancy has in mechanism. However, doping atom will
replace host lattice position or interstitial. However, atom
diffusion of results follow Fick’s law by [14]
J = -D(dφ/dx)
(1)
Where: J is diffusion flux, D is diffusion coefficient, φ is
concentration and x is position (dimension).
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Fig. 5 Doping atom diffused in silicon substrate
Fig. 5 shows doping atom in silicon mechanism, the
atom will diffuse by non-direction to substrate. By the
corner of guard ring has doping atom accumulate, btw atom
diffuse to area lower and around diffusion zone. This will
impact for substrate bulk such generate defect and change
properties of device.

Fig. 6 Current-voltage before and after SRFE process
(red-before SRFE, blue-after SRFE)
The electrical properties of device before and after SRFE
process shown in Fig. 6, 7. Results show reverse bias -10 to
0V by step 0.02V. SRFE may change or help to reduce
defect in P-N diode. The leakage current before expose
radiation show around 2.65 x 10-10A at -10V. Radiation
expose to device by 40 seconds (multi-time exposed), after
exposed 40 sec leakage current reduced around 2.6 x 10-10A.
From the results we can explain that SRFE may help to
improve performance of P-N diode although the number of
leakage current not significant but it good start for using
SRFE process because many research always publish
influence from radiation on semiconductor device such as
neutron damage to device and photon increase leakage
current. [15]
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Fig. 7 Reverse current compare between before and
after SRFE process
From Fig. 7 results, SRFE process may get optimize
energy and time for exposed to treatment on device. From
simulation results doping process may generate defects in
device mechanism and SRFE help to reduced defects.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

13.

14.

15.

This paper focus the effect of SRFE process on leakage
current properties of P-N diode. SRFE process take many
shots to expose radiation on device by overall time 40 sec.
Simulation results show diffusion atom deep to substrate
mechanism by random and no direction. Atom may create
cluster and defects but after SRFE process with 40 sec the
leakage current shown a bit reduce. This mean, SRFE
process reduced leakage current of device. Although,
exposed time 40 sec can reduce leakage current not much
but this is good results for using radiation for treatment
semiconductor device. However, we will study more impact
and try to expose wide range of radiation to present in
future.
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